Study of Brain Injury at
2 I need to make two things clear at the start of this review. One is about conflict of interest:
Joe Fins is a good friend of mine. So why would I review the book of a good friend? That leads to the second thing: Rights Come to Mind is a wonderful book; perhaps the best book ever to emerge from the young field of neuroethics. By any criteria, the book is an inspiring exemplar of how to integrate ethics and medicine. When a book is so manifestly outstanding, the reviewer's conflicts of interest wither away.
What makes the book so good? To start, Fins writes clearly and in an orderly, organized manner. From chapter to chapter he tells you what he is going to do, does it, and then recapitulates what he did and why.
Fins studied with giants like Fred Plum, a neurologist whose pioneering research advanced the understanding and care of comatose patients. (Plum coined the term "persistent vegetative state.") As a result of his training, Fins knows his way around the injured brain and is a thoughtful guide to those who do not.
The book starts with a thorough, insightful examination of the history of medicine's and science's understanding of brain function and brain injury. It progresses to a series of cases, some in depth, others in snippets, all engaging and illuminating as they reveal the struggle those caring for their loved ones have had and continue to have in trying to do what is best for the severely brain injured.
Fins is the motive force behind the notion that the permanent vegetative state includes less irreversible and impairing variants, which he terms 'minimally conscious.' He builds on recent advances in imaging, in the understanding of brain injury etiology and effects, and in deep brain stimulation to make a case that not all non-responsive comatose patients are alike. He argues that 'prognostic pessimism' and 'therapeutic nihilism' in the face of nonresponsiveness need to be replaced with more patience, better care, and more intense efforts to determine if an individual capable of thought and perception still resides inside a damaged brain.
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Which leads to the ethical heart of this important book: Fins wants to return rights to brain injured individuals once thought to be permanently vegetative but who may well be minimally conscious. He argues that recovery from a terrible brain injury may need both better rehabilitative settings and more time. He proposes that drugs or neuromodulation by direct brain stimulus may lead to either brain cell regeneration or the activation of other pathways that might permit more integrated brain activity and patient communication. In other words, he wants us to view the minimally conscious as a new category of patient who merit both research funding and resources for clinical care.
His convincing case leaves me worried.
While being minimally conscious may allow more cognition of some sort than being irreversibly comatose and unconscious, it is far from clear that this is a better state to be in.
Finding out that one is at best dimly aware of one's surroundings and cannot communicate to anyone, and that one's body is unable to perform any but autonomic tasks might well fill a person with dread. The understandable sense of horrific dread many people feel in thinking about finding themselves or a loved one possibly facing end-stage ALS or locked-in syndrome, in which a stroke or aneurysm leaves a person fully aware but unable move or communicate due to complete paralysis, may not lead them to demand better clinical care in a specialized setting but rather to demand that care be ended.
What those who complete advanced directives will say they want done-given the current state of knowledge about the minimally conscious state-is not necessarily what Fins deems appropriate. Nor is it clear from his argument what clinicians ought to say to a patient's loved ones, or even to a patient who they suspect might be minimally conscious, in terms of the continuation of care.
And while research to reverse the effects of brain injury is progressing, and new tools to control the problem have emerged, in fact we neither understand the brain well enough to truly know what we are doing in this area nor have any idea how long effects induced by
